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What’s left of “The Four Interviews” 

10.18.16 more from “The Four Interviews” I’m now [? Not yet, moving on! from “The Four Interviews”] 

At a shelter in San Jose in my native meaning not birth state; 

But longest state that I’ve lived in; including, but not limited to 

Going to college here: My “stuff” work-related is still at ? 

House; and I just (one) it’s a joke but seriously; though I won my hearing; I’m on my period, but the 

hospital gave me four pads; and I’m wearing them in two-s back-to-back [edit: something I was taught 

as a child during my heavy cycle when I hadn’t yet added in; also a tampon; yes a tampon + pad; for 

most security from dropping blood, spilling at others’ gawks; makes you think of other, the term of, 

accurately] 
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fortunately, the woman next to me gave me some candy citing tootsie roll; [and not only me] a “sucker” 

like a sucker punch.  

   I have to write it’s another loss my, for; the top bunts-bunks how we all got here is through a trap-door, 

joking; well I got here through a hospital paid cab.  

The Supervisor of the Supervisor & the advocate decided that I definitely do not have mental illness; and 

dropped the hospital’s charge [along with my kidnapping relatives’ charges i.e. not my biological 

relatives and also the charges from the imposters of my brother’s identity].  

Concentrating theme: uh, you? Can get away with anything to me, if you pretend that you are my 

brother, when he’s uh … D-d ; I mean, who is going to say anything to you, imposter[s] of love 

theme: connected to l-e, d-d, is l-g d-d 

themes music citation: I believe in a thing called love, the darkness 

   I’m not sure though that the hospital wants to let go; and kind of doesn’t have a choice; at least I was 

able to speak my voice; about PTSD and those that experience it with or without mental illness; and how 

a psych ward with all of its happenings: the violent: oh violet screams, is an ideal place for additional 

ptsd recovery , with or without mental illness. I’m also most enlightened; as a sort of pun, (but it’s the 

theme, here.) [edit as of 111917: at that date, almost id and not i.d.? punt-pun: 101816] 

Now it’s time to sketch more.  

 

Part Two. Outside of “The Four Interviews”  This [is]How that’s not Going to Happen also known as, 

How to Trust an Old Lady.  

I have seen this lady; and she’s dressed in an elegant cord; she’s very tall; and she’s very very old; she 

looks white; I mean ethnically. I have seen her before; and today I saw her searching for something that 

wasn’t hers. I’m not sure how she would have known it was there. You know like when you eat a 

sandwich; and just as you finish the last crumb; somebody approaches, you and you are outdoors; and 

asks you if you have stolen something or have committed a crime; and you either haven’t in a way that’s 

relevant, don’t, or don’t anymore; so what they’re asking for is your sandwich; and if you give them long 

enough to speak, they’ll non-prove to you that they deserved it also known as or didn’t [how to 

distribute charity, and who is that?]; and that you are a bad, bad wrong person for eating it. It was just 

this type of case with this old lady; and I had just seen another old but not that type of old lady. I had 

just seen an old lady who you could trust, right before this old lady. The first was protected from identity 

theft, so don’t worry. How do I know.  

  Of course, this time it wasn’t me finishing up the sandwich, and this time the cops [but: wait, it’s the 

“cops” not the cops or it’s the copies and not the cops] weren’t called on me, or on the [not and 
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metaphorical] sandwich eater of the above conditions;  and this is how that is not going to happen. On 

Trust[s].  

theme: eating sandwiches that are yours, in your right 

theme music citation: When You were Young, The Killers 


